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EVERYTHING DISSOLVES

What I Did On My Summer Vacation

My  lubricated  thoughts  take  me  back  to  the
summer of 1994. I was living in a tent and riding
my bike everywhere. I was attempting to be free,
searching for the ineffable formula for existence.
I lived like an amateur naturalist, seeing insects
and plants as they really were, fnally. I studied
the  dark  little  worlds  under  rocks  and  rotted
logs.  Salamanders  and  baby  snakes.  Creepy,
trilobite-looking  bugs.  I  hated  those  scurrying
little  motherfuckers.  I  would  sit  and  stare  at
trembling leaves until multi-dimensional portals
opened before my crying eyes. I read Lovecraft
and Castaneda and believed them both.

I  could  walk  to  a  small  dairy  farm  on  the
outskirts of  the woods and collect  the Psilocybe
mushrooms  that  sprouted  from  the  cow  shit
after a rain. I had to sneak over an electric fence
and slither into the pasture like a jewel thief. I
practically  lived  on  those  fucking  mushrooms,
man, for true. I had a Sterno stove and made all
kinds  of  mushroom  dishes.  Whatever  I  could
heat up in my lone pan. The secret ingredient in
everything I  cooked was always mushrooms.  I
relied on them but  grew to hate them as  they
mutated my brain. It was like constantly moving
through a miasma of  gently twisting images. I
had  to  learn  to  navigate  through  the
hallucinations and dismiss the visions after I’d
learned  from  them.  I  honestly  believed  I  was
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entering  a  new  phase  of  human  evolution.  I
tripped myself silly for fve shining psychoactive
months.

There  was  this  old  drifter  named  Dan  who
would visit my camp to mooch food once in a
while. He had a big white beard and lived in the
woods too. He looked like John Muir. I told him
that  once  and he  nearly  slapped me to  death.
Dan slept in a lean-to and was preoccupied with
drinking himself to death. I offered him shrooms
and  he  offered  me  vodka  and  we  both  said,
“No.”  We  held  to  our  personal  poisons.
Sometimes  he  drank  so  much  he  stopped
making sense. He’d begin babbling incoherently.
I didn’t mind because I was always tripping and
he made perfect sense to my grasping, breathing,
outer-space  brain.  He  once  told  me  he’d
murdered his wife in 1958 and I had no reason to
doubt  him.  Dan  was  scary.  Being  seen  as  a
fugitive was an important  part  of  his  persona.
He was a man running from a murderous past,
drinking to damage the horrors of his memory.

When  the  frost  fell  in  the  fall  I  scurried  back
home to  my family  in  New Orleans  and then
returned to the woods after the spring thaw. The
frst thing I did was look for old Dan. He had
been  bent  on  remaining  through  the  winter.  I
found his lean-to had collapsed into a loose pile
of  logs.  Dan  wasn’t  around.  I  never  saw  him
again or learned what became of him.

I pitched my tent behind a stream and returned
to fshing and foraging. I’d worked through the
winter so I had a small sum of money for store-
bought  food  and sundries.  I  also  purchased  a
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backpack.  Things  were  working  out  well,
especially after the season got hot and I started
plucking mushrooms from manure again. I felt
content,  getting  closer  to  the  very  Eye  of  the
Universe.

And then it all came crashing down when I got
arrested  for  trespassing,  vagrancy  and
possession  of  a  class-A  drug.  The  frst  two
charges were vague and arbitrary but they had
me dead-to-rights on the possession charge. 

Damn mushrooms.
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Romita

Romita  buzzed  my  doorbell  at  two  in  the
morning. I was still up so I pushed the button.

“Yeah? Who’s this?”

“Romita! Let me in!”

I buzzed her up.

Romita was a woman. I put on my pants.

My apartment (at the time) was a tiny sculpture
of  a  children’s  hospital.  I  rarely  had  visitors
anymore and that was fne with me. I could hear
Romita’s  footsteps  gaining on me.  She entered
my  apartment,  drunk,  shedding  forensic
evidence  all  over  the  place.  She  coughed  and
pulled  a  pack  of  Newports  out  of  her  leather
jacket,  smacked  it  against  her  hand.  I  allow
smoking  in  my  apartment,  I  allow  friends  to
drop in, and I allow Romita to exist.

“Hey Joe,” she said. Her eyes were blurred slits.
“Kill anybody lately?”

“I’m working on it,” I told her.

“I  bet,”  she said and then gave me a  snort  of
laughter. “You’re so fucked up.”

“What do you want, Romita?”

Her father had named her after comic book artist
John Romita (The Amazing Spiderman). It  was
homage to one of the greats. I knew this because
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I knew Romita. Better than almost anyone. She
knew things about me too. It was a dangerous
two-way street.

“I was just in the neighborhood, saw your light
was on. Figured you were working.” She closed
her  eyes  and—still  standing—seemed  to  be
asleep for a few seconds. She opened her eyes
(sort of) swaying and said, “I  want you to kill
me.”

“Oh no. Not this again.”

“Come on. Just do me this one little favor…”

“I’m sorry Romita, I can’t.”

“How come?” She plugged a Newport into her
lazy smile, clicked it to life with a blue Bic.

“I don’t kill people I know,” I told her. Again.

“Yeah I know. You only kill prostitutes. Hey, I
could be a prostitute.”

“Don’t say that. You’re not a prostitute.”

She gave me a lopsided smile. “I know I’m not a
prostitute.  I’m  saying  I  could  BE  a  prostitute.
Like as an ambition.”

“Uh-huh.”  This  was  getting  tedious  already.  I
hated  dealing  with  drunks.  Romita  was  a
miserable drunk. And her desire to be murdered
was getting on my nerves. It wasn’t the frst time
she’d made the  request.  Romita  and I  used to
work  together  at  Sledgehammer  Industrial.
Bathtubs stained grimy with iron dust. Bathtubs
full of blood and splintered bone.

“Why don’t you just take things into your own
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hands?” I asked.

“I can’t commit suicide.”

“Why not?” I asked but I already knew.

“Not allowed. It’s a sin.”

“Well, I’m sorry, Romita. I just can’t help you.”

“What if I blackmailed you?”

“Be  careful,  bitch.”  I  hated  to  get  angry  but
Romita was pushing my buttons. It was a tactic
she’d tried before.

“Or  what?  You’ll  kill  me?”  She  snorted  out  a
laugh.

I laughed, relaxed.“Yeah,  I  guess that is pretty
funny,” I admitted.

“Hey, you got any beer?” she said.

I did. We sat down and drank beer and Romita
smoked,  her  mind drifting  with  the  curls  and
clouds. Eventually, she left. On good, safe terms.

I went back into the bathroom to fnish Helen.
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Amy’s Arms

We’re sitting in the basement, drunk again. The
coffee table is cluttered with beer cans, a bottle
of Jameson whiskey and her awful diet Sprite. I
drink  in  chased  shots.  Amy  drinks  a  mix  of
whiskey and warm fat diet Sprite. 

I  look at the red,  lateral scars on Amy’s arms,
and say something–more to myself  than her—
and  forget  it.  I  suffer  instant  amnesia  but
whatever I said, it gets her yelling and her face is
a twisted grimace and it strikes me as funny and
I laugh.

She doesn’t see the humor.

She stands up, shrieking and swearing, and I’m
trying to fgure out what I said but I can’t stop
laughing. 

“Stop laughing!”

She grabs a badminton racquet and wields it like
a weapon, like a samurai sword, and I still can’t
stop laughing.

Wap! She hits me in the face with the racquet.

I stop laughing.

Wap!

I keep smiling and lean into her.

Wap!
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I want her to blacken my eyes, break my nose,
knock out my teeth.

Wap! across the nose and I feel the blood start. I
let it run over my smile, staining my teeth. I let it
ruin the front of my shirt. 

She drops the racquet. “Oh! Oh, I’m sorry. I’m so
sorry baby...” She fnds an old rag and presses it
to my nose. “Lean back,” she tells me.

“I’m okay,” I say.

She hugs me and says she loves me and when
my nose stops bleeding we sit  back down and
have another drink.

***

That was so many years ago. It’s excruciating to
think about. The memory reminds me I’m gonna
die.

Like Amy.

She died in a bathtub of warm water.

She used her old friend, Mr. Razor Blade. And
this time, she meant it.

The  radio  was  on  when  they  found  her.  It
sounds  stupid  but  I  wonder  what  song  was
playing  as  her  veins  emptied  and  the  water
clouded red.

I hope it was something beautiful and not some
dumb DJ or obnoxious commercial. That might
have  messed-up  her  soul,  cheapened  it  as  it
drifted into the water and up.

I don’t go to the wake because I can’t face her
family and because if the casket is open I might
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scream.

I don’t go to the funeral because I can’t face her
family and because when they lower her into the
ground I just might puke.

Amy, so long girl...

I still can’t remember what I said that day.
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Johnny Cag’s

I  could  tell  you  some  stories.  There  was  Sad
Jean.  We  called  her  “Sad”  Jean  because  she
always looked so damn sad. Her very molecules
moped with misery. She wore such grim tragedy
on her rainy countenance that you didn’t know
whether to hug her or hit her. She only managed
one facial expression, woe. She wore drab brown
clothes and had long,  stringy oily Manson-girl
hair. We often speculated about what accounted
for  her  tragic,  weight-weary  comportment  but
our theories all fell fat. They were whack in the
fnal  analysis.  The  only  thing  that  seemed
plausible  was  that  she  was  imprisoned  in  a
miserable marriage.

We called her husband “Weird Beard” because
he had a thick bristling beard and acted weird.
He’d served in Vietnam and wore sandals with
black  socks.  He  would  laugh  before  he  said
something,  like  “Hahaha  how  ya  doin’?”.
“Hahaha what can I getcha?” We surmised that
he’d done a lot of wonderful drugs in his youth.
I once ran into him in the woods. “Hahaha,” he
said. “How far back do these woods go?”

I told him they went pretty far. He nodded and I
walked  away,  glad  that  a  conversation  hadn’t
emerged. The scuttlebutt around town was that
he suffered from PTSD but nobody called it that
yet.  Word  was  if  you  startled  him  by  yelling
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“Air raid!” it would induce a terrifying fashback
but  I  never  witnessed this  behavior  and don’t
trust the sources.

Weird Beard and Sad Jean worked for Sad Jean’s
father  at  a  honkytonk-type  bar  in  our
neighborhood called Johnny Cag’s.  That’s  how
we knew them. They all helped tend bar and did
kitchen  stuff.  Local  country-western  musicians
would enliven the joint on the weekends. Cag’s
had a pool table and Ms. Pac-Man machine and
we, the neighborhood kids, would hang out and
order Cokes and French fries and spend a lot of
our  money,  mostly  quarters.  Usually  we  got
high before we went  in.  There was no Johnny
Cag. We were uncertain as to the origin of the
name. The burly, friendly guy who owned it was
named Bert. His wife Dot also worked there. She
used to write the ever-changing menu on a big
whiteboard  and  we  laughed  at  her  crude
lettering and many misspellings.  Once,  around
Christmas, my friend Jack and I stole a basket of
fowers from a nursery called Bellaire Gardens
and presented it to her. She was thrilled. “Bert!
Look what the boys brought me!” Johnny Cag’s
was  a  small,  family-run  business.  The  kind
you’re supposed to like, politically.

The  place  survived  for  a  couple  of  years  and
then closed. Bert went back to work as a driving
instructor. I have no idea what happened to the
others.  They  depended  on  Bert  for  their
livelihoods.

But seeing as how all this took place in the early
80s, they might all be dead.
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Skunked

Harvey  Joel  Drexler  and  his  psilocybin-hyped
mind  weaved  through  impossibly  intricate
writhing  patterns  of  swampy  tangle.  He  was
trekking into the very heart  of  the  marsh.  His
crappy  apartment  was  well  behind  him,  his
lousy  job  forgotten.  He  was  on  an  inspired
mission,  determined to eat  skunk cabbage and
catch frogs. Harvey was 47 years old and every
second of his life showed like tree rings on his
collapsing  face.  This  effort  was  necessary.  The
mushrooms  in  his  gut  prodded  him  onward
with eager excitement. He felt sure he was on to
something  big.  Something  cosmic.  He  sought
change.  Mud  sucked  at  his  steps.  Dragonfies
sang. Cattails watched him with stoic surprise.
Wisdom leaked from the trees.

The skunk cabbage plant has contractile roots. It
reaches into the earth, tapping directly into the
brain  of  the  planet.  That’s  what  Harvey  was
after. Direct communication. He wanted to talk
to the moss. He wanted to get to the bottom of
things.  A  small  frog  jumped  away  from  his
clumsy advance and he reached for it, losing his
balance, landing with a scrambling splash into a
stagnant  pool.  The  septic  smell  of  the  water
soaked into his clothes. He stripped them off and
groped  back  to  his  feet,  standing  naked  as  a
newborn in all that stinking, roiling green. This
was  the  way  it  was  supposed  to  be.  It  was
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ceremonial.  A  pilgrimage.  Like  something
ordained by great green entities.

And then he spotted the skunk cabbage. It was
right there. Now was the time.

Huge  spreading  leaves  surrounded  a  spotted
pod. The very heart of the matter. The soul of the
swamp. He crouched by the plant.  It  regarded
him like a stoned god. His mushroom-enhanced
vision  bled  through  tendrils,  spilling
chlorophyll-infused  consciousness  into  the
humid air. It was thrilling, mysterious stuff. He
fell  to  his  knees.  The  unpleasant  stink  of  the
plant was designed to keep predators at bay but
he  insisted  on  close  proximity.  He  was  not
afraid. He looked at it. He breathed it. He tried
to make a sound but his throat had closed and
all  he  managed was  a  drool-drenched sputter.
He wiped his  numb lips  with a  muddy hand.
The mushrooms guided him, speaking in slow,
drawn-out  bubbles  of  dark,  narcotic  thought.
Images instead of words. He longed to decipher
their language. Paramecia giggled in his pores.
Were they laughing at his folly? He joined them,
his breathy laughter rising up into the trees like
errant balloons. He felt itchy but didn’t scratch.
It was not uncomfortable. It was a divine itch.

He reached for the leaves with a shaking hand.

And then stopped.  Oh shit,  he  didn’t  want  to
hurt it. He’d heard recently that plants felt pain.
They got distressed. Screamed. He didn’t want
to  torture  the  magnifcent  thing.  He  placed  a
trembling,  gentle  hand around the  center  pod,
felt heat there. A tingling frequency reached up
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his  arm  and  into  his  mind,  spreading  thick,
oozing GREEN through his nervous system. His
spine  was  an  antenna,  picking  up  a
photosynthetic eukaryotic broadcast. But he still
couldn’t  decipher  its  language.  It  spoke  with
whispers of algae and the soothing patter of the
warm rain that had suddenly commenced like a
jeweled  baptism,  blessing  Harvey,  giving  him
permission. It was NOW!

And then, before he could stop himself, Harvey
seized the heart of the plant in his fst and tore it
out. The mushrooms demanded a ruthless act. It
was time to merge.

The hushed tones of the plant broke into an ear-
curdling  scream  and  he  closed  his  eyes  as  a
verdant miasma rose up in his mind and he bit
into the strong, foul-smelling pod like an apple.
It crunched against his teeth and a holocaust of
favor flled his mouth and sinuses and lungs.

He felt like a serial killer; worse, a cannibal. The
cabbage  kept  screaming while  he  chewed and
swallowed,  inhaling  the  fetid  smell  like  a  bad
memory.  He  gasped  and  choked  and  tried  to
cough.  His  throat  closed  around  the  burning
chunks  of  fesh.  Oh  god  he  couldn’t  breathe.
Sudden panic  seized him and he  punched his
gut and tried to Heimlich himself,  to no avail.
His  vision,  which  had  been  bright,
phosphorescent  green,  darkened.  He  tried
coughing again but it was no use; his throat was
closed  for  business.  His  lungs  struggled,
strangling to death in his laboring chest and he
toppled face down into the thick, emerald water.
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The  frog  regarded  him  with  wise,  primordial
eyes.

The  skunk cabbage stopped screaming.  It  was
done. Things were back in balance.

It took three days for the swamp to consume and
incorporate Harvey Joel Drexler. A pack of Cub
Scouts would discover his moss-crawled bones
in the fall.
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Cults that Kill

Tina  Feeny  (16)  was  keenly  interested  in
ritualistic killings. She studied them like a grim
scholar but regarded them as entertainment, an
interesting  hobby.  That’s  all.  People  in  her
family  felt  that  she  was  clearly  troubled  and
obsessed. Her interest in such unhealthy things
made her  parents  nervous.  They forced her  to
take down (and destroy)  her  stirring poster of
naked Squeaky Fromme and Sandra Good. They
thought it was pornographic in more ways than
one. She loved that poster.  It  was sexy as hell.
They  let  her  keep  her  charcoal  portrait  of
Richard Ramirez because they had no idea who
he  was.  She  told  them  he  was  a  stand-up
comedian. She wouldn’t be able to fool her folks
forever.

They didn’t like it but they let her keep her true
crime  books, Cults  that  Kill, The  Children  of
Jonestown, Helter Skelter,  etc.  because they were
books  and  they  wanted  to  encourage  reading.
They let her keep La-bas, and de Sade and The
Torture  Garden too.  They  were  somewhat
progressive that way.

They placed her in therapy against her will. Tina
hated her  therapist,  a  smug,  self-satisfed man
named Eugene Plax (52).  His offce was small.
She noticed a poster of Sigmund Freud eating a
banana. There were other things in his offce too.
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Diplomas and whatnot.  He asked her why she
was interested in such morbid things.

“Why  are  people  interested  in  collecting
stamps?”

“Are  you  comparing  postage  stamps  to  ritual
murder?”

“Yes. Yes I  am. They’re both harmless hobbies
that  most  people  can’t  understand  the  appeal
of.”

“M-hm.”

“Ha! I knew you’d say that.”

“So, you see ritual killings as harmless?”

“Not the murders themselves.  The information
is  the  harmless  part.  I’m  just  the  third  party,
learning stuff secondhand.”

“M-hm. And what goes on in these ritual killings
that  you  fnd  so  interesting  and  worthy  of
study?”

“The  human  sacrifces,  the  blood  play,  the
charisma  of  the  leaders.  The  devotion  of  the
followers.  You  know,  the  usual  stuff.
Symbolism. Belief systems. Violence. The pomp
and circumstance. Candles. The question should
be why aren’t you interested in this stuff.”

“Me?”

“Yeah. You’re interested in psychological stuff.
You’d think things like this would be right up
your alley.”

“M-hm. And do you want to join a cult?”
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“I want to start one.”

Raised eyebrows.

“You wanna be my frst  member,  doc? I’ll  tell
you what to do.”

“Well,”  glancing at  his  watch.  “I’m afraid  our
time is up.”

“M-hm.”

She could think circles around this guy.
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The Source of My Anxiety

My wife  Susan had a  dark streak.  She carried
herself like the pampered aristocrat she was but
insisted she was a  Surrealist.  She actually told
people that. “What do you do?” they’d ask. “I’m
a Surrealist,” she’d say. She made Duchampian
readymades.  I  felt  like  a  writer.  Susan  made
things.  In  `96  we  were  offcially  hitched  and
rented  an  old  ramshackle  farmhouse  infested
with feld mice.  We could hear  them gnawing
and scrabbling behind the crumbling horsehair-
plaster  walls.  I  bought  fve  wooden  Victor
mousetraps, baited them with peanut butter and
placed  them  strategically  around  the  house.
They worked like a charm. We heard the snap of
the traps long into the night. By morning we’d
killed fve mice. I’d landed a job with the phone
company  and  left  for  work.  When  I  returned
home I found that Susan had made a mobile out
of twine, sticks and the dead mice. She hung the
macabre mobile over our bed, telling me it was a
“fertility totem.”

“We’ll  conceive  a  daughter  under  it,”  Susan
insisted.

Nine months later she arrived.
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Pictures of Lela

They  fnally  found  Lela  at  the  cemetery.  Her
body at least. They’d been searching for her ever
since she disappeared three days before. It took
the police three whole days to fnd her and they
didn’t  even fnd her.  A couple  of  doom-laden
teenage girls discovered her. They were hanging
around the graveyard taking pictures of antique
tombstones,  dressed  in  black,  smoking  thin
cigarettes  and  they  came  upon  Lela.  They
weren’t expecting to fnd dead people on top of
the ground.

They  looked  at  the  body  for  several  stunned,
silent minutes and then began to greedily take
pictures. They both posed with the corpse.

“Okay, look up at me. Big smile.”

“She’s starting to smell.”

“Hey,  if  she’s  gone all  rigor  mortis  maybe we
can pose her. Like a Barbie.”

“I don’t really want to touch her.”

“Yeah, me either.”

And then they came to their senses and called
the  cops.  They  had  seen  stories  on  the  news
about Lela,  the latest missing blond chick, and
fgured they’d gain local fame for fnding her.

Poor Lela had a clear plastic bag over her head
but  when  they  completed  the  autopsy  they
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learned that she’d died as a result of too much
fentanyl. The plastic bag suggested foul play but
wasn’t the cause of death. A precaution maybe?
Overkill? They also found traces of semen in her
deceased vagina.

The  two  teens,  Cassie  and  Maggie,  were
questioned  but  they  had  airtight  alibis.  They
were both working at Max’s Candle Stand when
Lela met her fate and had the timecards to prove
it. Besides, they couldn’t have been responsible
because  semen.  They  were  dismissed  as
suspects.  Cassie  and  Maggie  were  relieved  of
course,  but  thrilled  to  have  been  briefy
suspected  of  murder.  They  both  felt  the
experience  gave  them  some  kind  of  morbid
credibility. Of course they were pissed that the
cops had confscated their beautiful pictures of
Lela. They got a stern lecture and were told they
were lucky that the police decided not to charge
them with tampering with evidence.

“Homicide is not a laughing matter,” they were
told.

They  both  had  to  restrain  themselves  from
rolling their eyes.

Lela had died at the tender age of twenty-four.
She  had  lived  with  her  grandparents  and
worked as a physical therapist. Her grandfather,
Roscoe (62) was also questioned as a person of
interest because he had a history of violence and
access  to  fentanyl  (he  had cancer  in  his  knees
and used fentanyl patches for pain) but since he
was  bound  to  a  wheelchair,  he  was  quickly
omitted as a suspect.
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“You got me all  wrong, fellas, I  ain’t  violent.  I
just used to get drunk and beat my wife. Because
of my bad legs I can’t even do that no more.”

“Domestic abuse is  not a laughing matter,” he
was told.

Eventually,  they  determined  that  Lela  had
committed  suicide,  choosing  the  cemetery  as
some kind of black ironic statement. Those who
knew Lela were shocked and puzzled:

“She was an upbeat, people-person.”

“She was so cheerful and could light up a room.
A real people-person.”

“She was a people-person. Nobody ever saw an
anguished side of her.”

“It’s tragic whenever you lose a people-person.”

There was a tiny local  radio station (WZIP) in
town  and  the  morning  DJ,  who  went  by  the
moniker of Lizard P. (nee William Zecker) was
notorious  around  town  as  a  womanizer  and
heavy drug user.  He bragged about his sordid
exploits on the air. He was the little town’s own
shock-jock/morning-zoo type celebrity. He was
ffty-two years old and wore a brown, curly wig
and gold medallions.

Acting  on  a  hunch,  police  sampled  his  DNA.
When  the  results  returned  from  the  lab,  they
found  it  matched  the  semen  from  the  crime
scene. They brought him in for questioning:

“Yeah,  we had sex together.  But it  was totally
sensual.”

“I’ve  never  even  seen  fentanyl  let  alone  kill
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somebody with it.”

“You guys want  me to confess  to something I
didn’t even do! At least accuse me of something
I did do! That I could understand!”

Eventually they had to release him due to lack of
evidence.  He  went  on  the  air,  called  the  cops
“pigs”  and  threatened  a  lawsuit.  Most  of  the
folks who listened to his show thought he was
guilty and his ratings plummeted.

Eventually,  Lela’s  death  was  offcially  ruled  a
suicide and the case was closed.

Zeke Vorte (38) lived one town over, in Headly.
He lived alone, enjoyed sports and opioids, and
got away with murder. Again.
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Blizzard

Welcome to the snowstorm. It’s relaxing if you
have  nowhere  to  go.  I  was  sitting  in  my  car,
watching  my  curls  of  breath,  listening  to  the
deep  silence.  When  I  moved,  my  puffy  coat
would squeak and chuff.  I  had nowhere to go
and that suited my mood. Everybody was home
from  class  early  so  my  beat  orange  Corolla
became  my  haven,  my  Fortress  of  Solitude.
People  were  already  going  stir-crazy  in  the
house and the storm was just getting revved-up.
It was early afternoon.

It was probably illegal to drink alcohol in a car
even if  you  weren’t  going  anywhere  so  I  was
pretty  sure  I  was about  to break the  law.  The
rebel in me grabbed a can of Bud from a torn
twelve  pack.  It  was  nice  and  icy  but  hadn’t
frozen yet. So good. I turned on the radio and
used  the  wipers  to  clear  the  windshield  so  I
could watch the falling snow. The landscape was
getting erased, easing away. The radio annoyed
me by playing Journey so I snapped it off and
just listened to the wind and the weird hush that
accompanies snowfall. We were supposed to get
eighteen inches  of  dry,  fuffy stuff,  which was
fne  with  me.  Bury  me.  Freeze  me to  death.  I
wanted  to  get  drunk  and  die  of  exposure
without feeling it.

Karen was still pregnant with my daughter. She
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had rejected my marriage proposal and my plea
for an abortion. I felt hopeless and confused.

I fnished the beer and grabbed another, trying
to  improve  my  mood  with  beechwood-aged
brew. It usually worked but I drank almost the
whole  twelve  pack  and  had  not  achieved  the
level of intoxication I was aiming for. I peed out
the door and the snow erased my traces. I was
soon too drunk to drive  to  the  store  for  more
supplies. The roads had grown treacherous. The
plows  had  already  bottled-up  the  end  of  the
driveway.  I  guzzled  my  last  can.  So,  with
nowhere to go and nothing to do,  I  sat  in my
Corolla, beerless, and cried, feeling like a pussy.
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Mussels

No, that’s not quite what happened. I’m going to
tell this story again and again until I get it right.
It doesn’t deserve to be recorded but it needs to
be honest even if it isn’t true.

We made  it  to  the  restaurant  way  late.  I  was
used to eating dinner and indulging in my frst
cocktail  at  fve  o’clock,  an  hour  after  work
released  me  and  here  we  were  entering  the
restaurant at eight o’clock like a couple of dodgy
aristocrats. The name of the place was Mussels
but  I  was  warned  by  Sheila  not  to  get  the
mussels. I hadn’t intended to order the mussels
but now I wanted them just to spite her in a you-
can’t-tell-me-what-to-do-anymore kinda way. I felt
resentful.  We  sat  in  a  booth  across  from each
other. Low lighting changed her face. I was used
to seeing her  under bright  sterile  fuorescence.
Sheila  was  my  manager  at  Rosewell  Tech.
Maybe that’s why I wanted the mussels, because
all day every day she bossed me around. I didn’t
mind being a subservient toady for pay but this
was  “me”  time  now.  My  slavish  devotion
couldn’t be bought anymore. I felt frm.

“I just love this place,” Sheila said.

“It’s  nice.”  My lie  was a refex.  It  wasn’t  nice.
There was a framed portrait of Doodles Weaver
or some shit hovering above our table.
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Back to Sheila’s face. At work she looked ferce
and  confdent  and  diffcult  to  approach.  But
now,  in  this  dimly  casual  atmosphere  she
seemed challenging and vituperative. A woman
came up to our table  and gave us  menus and
asked us if we wanted drinks. I went ahead and
ordered a Rob Roy with extra Angostura bitters.

Sheila ordered a Sprite.

A  Sprite.  What  was  she  doing?  Was  I  not
supposed  to  drink?  Maybe  she  was  battling  a
drinking problem. Maybe I was. Was she testing
me?  Using  this  dinner  to  size  me  up?  I  was
confused, scared and glad I didn’t smoke. Sheila
ordering  a  drink,  a real drink  would  have
relaxed me. Now I felt like a lone degenerate.

“So,  I  suppose  you’re wondering why I  asked
you out to dinner,” she said.

I knew. It was about the Williams account. I had
ordered $500,000 worth of equipment that  had
been technically invented but did not yet exist. It
was a blunder on my part and a lot of people
spent  a  lot  of  time  straightening  things  out.  I
heard a guy from Accounts Payable got the ax
for cutting the outlandish back-breaking checks.

But I played dumb. “Well, yes, actually.”

“Well, don’t worry. Your job is safe.” She smiled
for the frst time in my life.

I hadn’t thought my job was in jeopardy. Now I
was  worried.  I  nodded.  The  waitress  arrived
with our drinks.  I  was afraid to touch mine.  I
didn’t want to look like a boozer. The waitress
with a nametag that said MADGE asked us if we
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were ready to order. We hadn’t even looked at
the menus. I looked at mine and was transfxed
by a nervous fy ficking and shifting.

Then  Sheila  announced,  “I’ll  start  with  the
mussels.”

This woman was spraying torment straight into
my brain. I picked up the menu, fipping the fy
into  the  air.  It  swooped down and landed on
Sheila’s head. I pretended not to notice and said,
“I’ll  have  the  garlic  bread,”  and  then
immediately regretted it.

Sheila  smiled.  “I  heard you were  interested in
satanic silent flms. I am too. I thought we could
discuss  them.  Have  you  ever  seen Seven
Footprints to Satan (1929)?”

So that’s what we talked about.

No. That’s not quite what happened.

She said, “I’ll have the mussels.”

I took out my penis and said, “How about this
muscle?”

No. Wrong.

She said, “I’ll have the mussels.”

And I ordered the escargot and we lived happily
ever after.

“I’ll have the mussels...”

“You bet you will!” said the waitress, Maude or
Mona or whatever and Sheila announced I was
getting  a  promotion  and  a  raise  and  my  own
brown-nosing little suck-up to assist me.
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And when the check came Sheila paid it.
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Breaded Chicken

Driving  through  the  drizzling  night  with  the
woman I share a home with and she’s reminding
me I’m a fool. If I drank too much at the party
why  am  I  driving?  She’s  balancing  a  box  of
chicken nuggets on her angry lap. They served
appetizers at the party but she can’t eat shellfsh
for reasons of faith and I’m allergic, so we drove
through a drivethrough and came out the other
side  with  a  box  of  breaded  god  knows  what
parts of a chicken. I hear a lot of fowl anatomy
gets  granulated  into  the  recipe;  feet,  liver,
rectum, beak.  Gizzard,  feathers.  The martinis  I
poured  down  my  gullet  scramble  in  my  guts
with  these  slaughtered  thoughts.  I  picture
terrifed chickens toppling into a giant blender
and I emit an accidental chuckle and she looks at
me  with  a  poison  stare.  I  make  a  point  of
keeping  my  gaze  on  the  road.  She  resumes
telling me what a fool I am. I just agree with her,
Uh-huh, and she tells me not to get cute. Don’t
get cute, she tells me. Being cute wasn’t on my
mind. Like, at all but I say, I can’t help it if I’m
cute. It’s  beyond my control.  Isn’t the fact that
I’m cute the reason you loooooove me?

She  doesn’t  like  that.  Like,  at  all.  Her  silence
feels like another passenger in the car. We drive
through seething  rain,  without  speaking,  for  a
long time. Then I tell her to give me a piece of
chicken and ask her to open the sweet & sour
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sauce for me. She doesn’t like that. Like, at all.
She looks at me and looks at me. What? I say.
She says,  You want  some chicken? Yeah?  You
want  chicken?  And  she’s  rolling  down  her
window and I know what’s coming. Here, here’s
your fucking chicken! And she hurls the box into
the moving night. So, there it is, the end of the
breaded chicken and the story.
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Looking for Lola

He went looking for Lola as soon as the night
ebbed away.  He  needed the  lift  of  the  sun  in
order to fnd her. He had to see. Looking for Lola
in the dark, aiming a fashlight all over the place
would have been foolish. It wasn’t safe. He had a
dangerous  habit  of  being  reckless.  Today’s
mission called for careful thought.  He couldn’t
afford to get sloppy.

He wasn’t exactly sure where Lola was, exactly.
He knew her general whereabouts according to
the vague map in his mind but pinpointing her
precise position was not something he was able
to do with confdence. He usually had a lot of
confdence. He needed it in his line of work. He
had to  be  strong,  frm and decisive.  Ready to
react.

He entered a birch forest;  tangles of  dry grass
under  his  boots,  scalloped  oyster  mushrooms
(pleurotus  ostreatus)  like  elfn  shelves  jutting
from the white trunks. It was early spring. The
woods were beautiful, starting to awaken with
green buds and carpets of fresh, emerald moss,
but he still felt the chilly, lingering afterburn of
winter. He felt the seasons acutely, with all of his
senses. Ever since he was a little kid. Sometimes
it overwhelmed him, but now he felt calm.

Beyond the birch trees, the forest turned to pine
and the ground sloped upward. The air turned
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cold here. He was getting closer. Lola was close.
He felt the frst stirrings of renewed excitement.

He  would  have  to  dig  her  up.  He  carried  a
shovel.  If  anyone  questioned  him  he  would
pretend  to  be  stupid  and  tell  them  he  was
hunting  for  truffes  and  looking  for  his  dog.
There was nobody out this early anyway and he
dismissed his concerns. Why engage in pointless
worry?

And then he saw the rock. His rock, the one he
remembered. It was right there. Now.

Lola was behind it. He started to dig. He didn’t
have  far  to  go.  It  was  a  shallow  grave.  Her
struggles were over.

By  the  time  he  uncovered  her,  his  heart  was
beating  fast.  She  looked  better  than  he’d
expected. The cold mountain temperatures had
preserved  her.  How  long  had  it  been?  Since
Thanksgiving.

He had cut away her clothes which now lay in a
bunched pile of rags behind her head. She wore
a mask of  dirt.  Her  gray  hands were  gnarled.
Her nails had grown. She had scratched his neck
with her nails, giving him something to explain,
to lie about. “Thorns,” he told people. “I walked
through a patch of wild blackberries.”

Lola’s lips had started to retreat from her teeth,
giving her a garish grimace. He felt something
akin  to  love,  looking  at  her.  He  felt  the
satisfaction of a job well done. Lola was his, his
prize.  He owned her for as long as her tissues
retained integrity.
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He dropped the shovel and started to disrobe.

Three years later he would return, shackled, and
point  out  her  location.  Luckily,  he  had  a  bad
memory for faces but a good memory for places.
He  had hidden disposable  people  all  over  the
county  and  he  remembered  every  spot.  They
opened  her  grave.  Lola  had  skeletonized  over
the long hot summers. He looked at her anyway,
feeling a cruel whisper of pride.

He  bartered  information  (pointing  out  grave
sites)  for  Subway  sandwiches.  Subway
sandwiches had value in prison. What he didn’t
eat, he traded for other things. He liked all of the
Subway  sandwiches  but  his  favorite  was  the
meatball  marinara. That was a good sandwich.
That was a fun sandwich to eat.
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Dating Diane

“Can you make it appear more vicious?”

“You got it.”

I have dated two Dianes in my life. Diane #1 was
a  girl  who  sat  in  front  of  me  in  a  Western
Literature class in  college.  She was small  with
dynamite  eyes.  We  complained  to  each  other
about the tedious readings, acknowledging that
we  may  have  bitten  off  more  novels  than  we
could chew. It was a diffcult class. We were in
there with a bunch of nascent English teachers. I
gave an oral  report  on Don Quixote (Cervantes,
not Acker) that impressed her for some reason
and we became study-buddies for a short while.
We dated twice, offcially, before I dropped the
course  and  she  dropped  me.  I  never  saw  her
again but I’ve written about her more than once.

Diane  #2  was  a  makeup  artist  in  the  porn
industry. I had moved to Los Angeles in the 90s
to seek my fortune. I took a part-time job at Joe
Mohawk’s Muffer Shop in West Hollywood and
started  writing  screenplays  in  my  spare  time.
One of my projects was a flm treatment about a
porn star (based loosely on the career of Marilyn
Chambers)  and her slow descent into madness
and  damnation,  but  funny.  A  friend  of  mine
suggested  I  research  my  story  by  visiting  an
actual porn set. They were all over the place. I
told him I was eager to learn. He knew Diane #2
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through a friend of a friend and set up a meeting
at a little café on Wilshire Boulevard. I thought
she was pretty enough to be a porn star. We hit it
off at once.

“I  do  mostly  TV  work  but  I  supplement  my
income with the porn stuff,” she told me. “It’s
nice. With a typical TV job I’m looking at ten to
twelve  hour  days.  With  porn  it’s  two  hours,
tops.”

“Really?” I said. “Do you have to hang around
for touch-ups?”

She laughed. “No. I do the makeup and then I’m
done. I’m out. If the performers get sweaty and
smudged, well, it’s part of their job. Some think
it’s more appealing that way, all messy. I usually
leave some supplies on the set. If they need to
freshen up, they can do it themselves.”

It was all very fascinating to me. Then I asked
her the big question. I asked her if I could visit a
set to observe. “It would really help my research.
For the screenplay.”

She laughed. “If you only knew how often I hear
that.” Then she surprised me by saying, “Sure,
what the hell. Are you free tomorrow morning?
I’m  doing  a  small  shoot  at  the  Sheraton  in
Pasadena.”

And that was how I got on the set of Moonshine
& Lube  2 to  observe  Diane  #2  at  work.  I  was
surprised how much body makeup went on the
actors  of  both  sexes.  She  used  an  airbrush  to
sculpt physiques and tan-up pallid complexions.

She was working on a male performer’s genitals
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when the director inspected her work and said,
“Can you make it appear more vicious?”

“You got it,” she said.

I never forgot that.
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Kelp

The  summer  I  collected  kelp  was  the  longest
summer  of  my  life  (unless  you  consulted  a
calendar).   I  was  living  in  a  fop  house  and
working at a clam shack by the vast, vast, vast
(salty)  Atlantic  in  South  Kingstown,  Rhode
Island and on my day off I would walk along the
shore,  collecting  kelp  in  a  Hefty  bag.  The
beaches were a goldmine, as long as you coveted
kelp. I had lines of jump-rope hanging across my
room and I  draped the strips of  kelp over the
ropes. I heard somewhere you could make kelp
lasagna but I never tried that. I did not eat the
kelp. I just needed it around. I was a seeker.

I left the windows open and along with the kelp,
I began to collect fies. You should’ve seen them
— hundreds of little black bacteria bugs sucking
on all those drying, stinking strands of kelp. The
smell reminded me of my Aunt Edie without the
minty snap of  Wrigley’s  spearmint.  It  was like
having a tide pool right there beside my bed. It
informed  my  dreams  like  sea  shanties  from
doomed  sailors.  I  got  the  message.  Soft  and
clear.  The fies  never  got  annoying,  I  honestly
loved  the  little  buggers,  but  eventually  my
neighbors began to complain about them and the
rotten  sea-smell  wafting  into  the  hall.  They
worried about corpses, like I was a serial killer
or somesuch thing. My tenuous tenancy at  the
house grew controversial. I kept to my kelp. The
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buzzing of the fies spoke to me in the middle of
the  night  like  radio  waves  tripping  off  my
fllings (tooth decay is the bane of my existence).
The language of  the fies was transmitted in a
long  staccato  drone.  Zzzzt...zzzzt...zzzzt...  The
buzzes amounted to endless Zen questions:

“.............?” 

“...............?”

“..........?”

The answers came in abrupt, declarative buzzes: 

“........!”

The  fies  led  to  cryptically  silent  maggots,  of
course,  and  they  squirmed  even  more
fundamental  questions.  There  they  were,
scattered  on  the  foor  like  wriggling  rice,
uttering  the  unutterable,  ineffable  truths  that
rightly  belonged  to  the  cosmic  dance  of  the
planets.

The orbits of the fies were spiral galaxies and I
watched  them  like  moving  maps  of  the  vast,
vast, vast universe.

I was also smoking a fair amount of dope at the
time. 

I continued to collect and drape seaweed until
September when I abruptly stopped.

I had my answers. I moved on.

I left the kelp for the next guy.
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The Waitress and the Snake

Dawn. Sitting down to breakfast at The Happy
Diner for the frst time, eating greasy eggs and
ham. As usual,  I  am alone and slightly high. I
don’t know why I mix cannabis and caffeine. I
get jumpy and my thoughts turn sour. On the
other hand, I haven’t had a drink in over a year,
thanks  to  coffee,  weed  and  cigarettes.
Technically I’m not sober, yet I am. Ativan helps
too.  I drop acid on the weekends just to fush
out the Jung.

My waitress  (nametag:  Bernice)  looks  haggard
and worn, but there’s beauty there too. She looks
like  Charlotte  Rampling  after  a  near-toxic
bender.  I  know  just  from  looking  at  her  that
she’s dealing with a bad hangover. Drunk sick.
Serious  soaks  can  recognize  each  other.  It’s  a
psychic bond among lushes. I’ve seen the world
through the look in her eyes.  I can tell reality is
hurting  her  right  now.  Her  service  suffers  (I
have to hunt her down for the check after thirty
missing minutes) but I try to be polite and nice
and when I leave, I leave behind a generous tip
(25%). I want to give her encouraging words. I
wish  I  could  slip  her  a  nip  to  help  get  her
through the misery of her shift. I have dealt with
the  same  agony  she’s  dealing  with  countless
times.  My  compassion  is  hard  won.  But  she’s
tough. She’ll make it through. Not all of us do.  
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I walk home silently reciting a prayer to protect
me from the passing cars. There is no sidewalk.
I’m  on  the  street,  risking  my  life  for  a  shitty
breakfast.

The litter on the side of the street reminds me of
my  dissipated  history:  empty  nips,  beer  cans,
cigarette butts. I used to drink and drive like a
pastime. Just cruising and listening to sad songs
on the radio. I fnally lost my license and I don’t
want it back. 

Halfway to my apartment I am confronted by a
dead  snake.  It  is  a  marvelous  specimen.  It’s  a
black rat snake (pantherophis obsoletus), big. It
had been a powerful predator but it will slither
no  more.  And  then  I’m  struck  by  an  idea.  I
crouch down and insert the tail into its mouth,
making  a  loop  like  it’s  eating  itself.  Like  an
ouroboros.  The next  person will  come upon it
and  wonder.  Maybe  the  waitress  will  fnd  it.
Maybe it’ll inspire something. I head home.
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Lydia and the Cluttered Yard

Lydia and I secretly dropped acid on the way to
Paragon Park which was an amusement park in
Hull, Massachusetts. It’s long gone now. Lydia
and I were in the marching band together. She
played the fute, beautifully, and I beat the bass
drum  like  a  caveman.  The  whole  band  got
excused from regular classes to spend the day at
the park, so in that sense it was a feld trip. Lydia
and I had already tried acid and we both found
it fun. It was a fun trip, exploring our minds in a
dazzling new way. Our hallucinations matched;
watching  things  soften  and  melt,  shooting
moondrops from our  fngernails,  etc.  The idea
was to merge two fun things into one BIG FUN.
It seemed like a sensible plan. But when we got
to  the  park and the  acid lit  up our  brains  we
grew nervous and the two funs conficted with
each other.  We were afraid to go on the rides.
The crowds grew monstrous. The funs cancelled
each other out and we were anxious to go home
and let  things wear off.  The bus ride back felt
like a slow-motion emergency.

Lydia’s family moved away the next year and I
never  heard  from  her  again.  I  don’t  even
remember her last name.

There  was  a  long  circuitous  road  in  my
hometown called Ichabod Lane (yes, really). 27
Ichabod Lane was an old dump of a house that
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was rotting apart. It had peeling tar paper on the
sides  and  windows  with  broken,  patched-up
panes. I always wanted to take a picture of that
house because of the stuff in front of it.  There
was so much furniture in the yard. Enough for
three houses. Bureaus and tables. A bed with a
sodden, ruptured mattress. A tipped-over stove.
A bathtub flled with rusted car parts. A rusted
car. That yard went on and on in its strange way.
Crowded and loud and teeming with chaos and
confusion.

I never did get around to taking a picture of it
and eventually the yard was cleared and cleaned
up and the house was torn down. By then it was
too late. Today it’s a vacant lot.

Nowadays people take pictures all the time but I
never did and still don’t. I’m keeping my yard
clean.
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Divorce

For the frst year we were married she delighted
in plucking the hairs from my heart. She never
completed a  breakfast.  She worked in  a  pastel
building and listened to people complain all day
so why would she want to feign interest in my
microscopic  tribulations?  Even  when  we  were
dating and supposedly falling in love we lacked
the  easy  breathing  that  accompanies  close
togetherness.  We  were  like  Chinese  acrobats
without  the  timing  or  the  rapport.  We  were
never  in  sync.  I  worked  at  a  dairy  farm  and
brought home lots of fresh uncut milk. She never
even tried it.  She said  it  was nothing but  raw
cow  mucus  (not  true).  “Gross!”  When  she
proposed to me she said, “Let’s get yoked and
pull the plough together!” I should have taken
that as a sign of her general attitude. Our divorce
couldn’t come fast enough. She initiated that too.

We had one boy, a son, named Toby. We waited
until he was potty-trained before we separated.
He seemed to understand the situation once we
explained the hard science. I was allowed to see
Toby every other weekend and we enjoyed each
other’s  company up to a  point.  I  loved saying
“My ex-wife.” It rolled right off my glottis. So,
once I asked Toby, “Is my ex-wife dating anyone
new?”  And  Toby  told  me  all  about  “Uncle
Dave.”  How  he  could  do  amazing  close-up
magic with cards and coins and cups and balls.
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He  was  teaching  Toby  how  to  fold  origami
animals.  He  knew  sign  language.  I  kept
picturing  Uncle  Dave’s  hands.  Their  clean
cuticles and sinewy musculature.  The grace, the
beauty.  I  hated  those  hands.  My  own  hands
were scarred and slightly arthritic and missing a
thumb  (left).  The  hands  of  a  man  used  to
industrial milking.

“What does he do for a job?” I asked my son.

“He’s a contortionist,” he said.

Well, I couldn’t compete with that.
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Good Night Nurse

My nurse explains my stories. Sometimes better
than I can. My nurse visits me from time to time
and always has plenty to say and she makes lots
of  sparkling  remarks.  She’s  a  stone  cold
knockout and clairvoyant up to a point. She’s a
marvel of medical science. She doesn’t approve
of  marijuana  in  my  particular  case  because  it
exacerbates my anxiety. “Well,” I tell her, “So do
you.” Her visits provoke me in unsavory ways.

My nurse’s name is Hilda Dukenberry. I almost
said, “You’re kidding,” when she frst told me,
but didn’t. I don’t like to hurt people’s feelings.
It  causes  my  empathy  to  backfre  and  stall.  I
always want to hurt them again.

At 6’2” my nurse is taller than me. Statuesque.
Her hair is  blacker  than any night.  So black it
shines.  She  could  take  me  in  a  fght,  hands
down.  So,  I  have  to  fght  her  in  other,  more
subtle ways. I am as selfsh as a drum solo.

Since  she  disapproves  of  marijuana  I  make  a
point of smoking a thick blunt of Gnutterbutter-
12 just before she arrives. It’s potent as hell. I get
the  air  in  my  apartment  good  and  smoky,
pungent.  A  burnt  peanut  butter  smell.  My
dastardly aim is to give her a secondhand high.
The smell and the smoke get  a rise out of her
every  time  she  walks  through  my  door.  She
shakes her fnger at me. “So, I guess you aren’t
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going to be able to communicate with me now.”
She has a slight accent I can’t identify.

“Probably  not.”  I  clam up  when  I  get  stoned.
THC  weed  gives  me  The  Fear.  I  become
morbidly  introspective  and  so  self-conscious  I
am  unable  to  follow  conversations  and  I
overthink even the easiest, briefest replies until
they die in my mind and then I  get tense and
can’t think of anything to say and it makes the
other person annoyed because they have to start
all over again and there I go overthinking again
and “What did you say,” I say.

“I  can  see  your  thought-processes.  Or  not
processes. You’re paranoid again.”

“What did you say?”

“I  didn’t  say  anything.”  She’s  rummaging
through her black satchel and comes up with a
blood  pressure  monitor.  While  she’s  pumping
up the cuff she says, “Under your tongue,” and
slips a thermometer in there. I sit. We wait. “It’s
a  little  high,”  she  says,  meaning  the  blood
pressure.  The  tearing  Velcro  sound  shoots
through me like a portal to Hell. She looks at the
thermometer. “But you’re cool.”

“So are you.”

“What?”

“Nothing.” I want to talk to her but I can’t. I’m
muzzled by army brass. I don’t even know what
I mean anymore.

So we leave it there.
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My Last Halloween

My urine looks like root beer. That’s a good bad
sign,  I  think.  It  ain’t  from eating rhubarb.  My
doctor  once  told  me,  “Your  organs  are  not
happy...”  and  I  rushed  straight  home and put
away  a  quart  of  whiskey.  I  already  have
hepatitis.  The  whites  of  my eyes  are  yellow.  I
was  putting  a  brave  strain  on  my  liver  and
kidneys and (probably)  pancreas.  My pee  was
now brown. The end was near, thank Manson.
I’m feeding the champion within with beer and
bourbon.  My  abdomen  is  swollen.  My  face  is
decorated  with  ruptured  blood  vessels,  little
Braille scabs that describe my disordered life. I
look like a Wolverton cartoon.

I don’t sit at my kitchen table anymore. Sitting
there makes me feel like a sack of puppies about
to  be  drowned.  I  don’t  need  that.  I  patiently
await  my  hemorrhage  on  the  loveseat.  The
cushions are pocked with little burn holes. I can’t
afford  to  smoke  anymore.  Cigarettes  have
become too expensive. Lung cancer was taking
too  long  anyway.  I  used  to  cough  like  a
helicopter.  There  was this  girl  named Colleen.
An anorexic albino, she looked like a vaporous,
woeful ghost. Pale and spooky and willowy. We
only had sex once. She said intercourse with me
was like fucking a fshing rod.

I used to know a coke-dealer named Ivan, a big
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Russian  with  a  mustache  and  a  laugh  like
galloping horses. I once bought a gram from him
and gave him too much money. Those were the
days.  Ivan  noticed  the  error  and  gave  me the
extra twenty back. He said, “Honesty is the best
policy,” in his  deep dark forest  of  an accent.  I
thanked him and returned home to fnd that the
coke had been cut to within an inch of its life.
Colleen laughed about it for hours. That was the
start of her nervous breakdown.

I haven’t had company since Colleen left. They
were all her friends. I didn’t like any of them but
at least they drank. We used to stand around the
kitchen table, flling our livers. I felt a reluctant
kinship. I  felt  like a character in the AA book.
One  night  three  people  had  to  race  to  the
bathroom  to  puke.  We  were  drinking
bubblegum  vodka.  The  smell  got  to  be
obnoxious.

Why are all these sour memories crowding in on
me?  I  pour  another  shot  of  bourbon.  I  don’t
know why I  don’t  just  drink straight from the
bottle, hobo style. Etiquette? I’m only an obscene
animal with a thirst like a plummet. I urge my
liver to fail. The next time I piss I want it to be
inkjet black. I want to drown in my own blood
like Kerouac and W.C. Fields.

They’re dead and much happier than I am.
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The Blind Woman’s Legs

The  blind  woman’s  legs  were  shapely  and
smooth and Matt seared the sight of them into
his calendar brain. She was two tables distant at
the  bookstore  café,  reading  Terence  McKenna
with her fngers.  He’d slipped behind her spy-
like and peeked over her shoulder to see what
she  was reading/feeling.  Matt  felt  comfortable
looking  at  her  because  she  couldn’t  see  him
back. She couldn’t judge him by his weight or
his height or the bruises on his face. She had no
idea he was staring at her legs, memorizing her
in her short skirt and fowered blouse. She wore
big  blind-person  shades,  giving  her  face  a
delicacy that he admired. She was beautiful in
general  but  hell,  those  gams.  He  thought,  She
should insure those sweet stems with Lloyd’s of
London. But the point was she couldn’t see him
unless she felt him. Felt his face. And what were
the chances of that?

The German Shepherd at her feet was looking at
him  with  a  bite  on  its  mind.  Matt  smiled,
showing his  teeth  to  the  beast.  He  knew how
dogs talk. You had to intimidate them. The dog
didn’t move. It didn’t answer back. Good dog.
Matt felt like he’d won an important contest.

And then he took a swallow of coffee and felt
repulsive again. The coffee had gone cool while
he was staring at the blind woman’s legs. He felt
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it  unleash in his  empty guts,  reaching into his
bowels  like  a  cold  endoscope.  He  wanted  to
scream. He wanted to vomit the pathetic straight
out of his soul. The circus in his head returned,
flling him with a hurdygurdy & smellofpopcorn
& sawdust & horsedroppings. He closed his eyes
and lowered his head and tried to think of other
things. Pleasant things. Maintain. Maintain. He’d
have to regain his composure if he was going to
talk to the blind woman.

And then he broke into a string of giggles at the
absurdity of that ambition. The laughter bubbled
out  of  him with volume and froth.  It  was too
funny. Who did he think he was? He lifted his
head and saw that several people were watching
him laugh and blood rushed into his face. Even
the blind woman “looked” up.

But  he  couldn’t  stop  laughing  and  the  circus
roared back. With effort, he squeezed the sounds
off  and  took  another  quick  swig  of  coffee.
Swallowing nauseated him again.  Why did he
have to be so, so human? Why couldn’t he be, be
suave like other guys? The light inside was way
too bright.

The blind woman closed her  Braille  book and
snapped  her  fngers  and  for  a  second  Matt
thought the snap was for him but the dog stood
up and led the blind woman out of the store. She
glided easily behind the dog. It knew where to
go.

Matt looked at his coffee. So what now? He felt
like he’d had an experience.  He was suddenly
exhausted.
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He picked up his  cup and made it  out  of  the
store without incident.
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Synopsis

Package Handlers is  a  romance novel about two
middle-aged, blue-collared workers who fall in
love (and lust) with each other at a UPS shipping
hub.  Things  run  afoul  in  the  shank  of  the
morning  as  forbidden  attraction  blooms  and
sours amid mountains of brown parcels.

Her name was and remains Shirley. He is Stan.
He’s  a  gruff,  bitter  dispatcher,  his  gray  hair
puttied  into  a  shallow  wave.  He  spices  his
speech with curses and insults and nobody who
works with him likes him.

Except for Shirley. She sees something oily about
the man. It’s irresistible. Shirley is a casualty of
marriage with three triplets (Bub, Bob & Rob).
The piercings in her pouty, beckoning lips make
Stan finch but the tingling in his pants overrides
his  squeamishness.  He  feels  only  moderate
squeam,  which  he  regards  as  a  victory.  They
begin  a  complicated  dance  of  firtation,  hurt
feelings and cheese curd. Shirley and Stan fnd
themselves falling into a torrid affair.  Shirley’s
husband, Booth remains oblivious to the radical
changes in  his  wife’s  schedule.  She  disappears
for hours at  a  time and returns home wearing
her pants inside out. Unbeknownst to Booth she
is holing up with Stan at a cheap motel where
the  two  gratify  their  loins  and  watch  Falcon
Crest.  The  motel  is  known  around  town  as  a
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“no-tell motel.” There are fuids and pubic hairs
on the drapes.

When Booth fnally starts to get wise to Shirley’s
affair he makes salient yet opaque cracks about
her sex life. She panics and tries to bring things
to a scratching halt. She visits Stan. He can tell
by  the  tone  of  her  face  that  she’s  made  a
decision. She lays a hard truth on the man. It’s
over. It was mildly amusing while it lasted.

But  Stan  is  not  so  easily  dodged;  they  work
together, after all.  He hands out the timecards.
She  gives  him  the  silent  treatment.  When  not
mute she is curt. When not Curt she is Shirley.
The loss of her love hits Stan like a slap and he
topples off  the wagon. He’s  been enmeshed in
recovery  for  ffteen  years  and  attends  weekly
gripe sessions and confessionals. That’s why he’s
angry and miserable most of the time. It’s from
not drinking. He begins slugging whiskey upon
waking  and  things  slidge  contuperously  from
there.

Stan  breaks  into  Shirley’s  locker  in  the  locker
room and steals her phone. He dials her family
and  spitefully  releases  the  squishy,  glandular
truth to Booth and the triplets.  He uses words
that  are  pregnant  with  violence  and Shirley  is
forced to get a restraining order against him. But
neither  one  wants  to  leave  the  job.  Thus  he
violates  the  restraining  order  every  time  he
hands  her  a  blank  timecard.  The  other  toilers
wonder why Stan isn’t getting fred, or at least
transferred. One night he comes to work drunk
and  slips  down  a  steep  set  of  steel  steps,
cracking  open  his  dome.  An  ambulance  is
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summoned.  They fnally  never  see  Stan  again.
Shirley still doesn’t feel safe and is embarrassed
by all the contretemps. She continues to work on
both packages and her marriage.

Package Handlers is approximately 100,000 words
and divided into several chapters.
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Elmer

So,  at  the plump, achieved age of  forty-eight I
decided I wanted an imaginary friend. I’d never
concocted one as a child so I had to make up for
lost  time.  I  would  have  to  invent  one  from
scratch. I couldn’t just fetch a lovable character
from my past and dust him off,  dress him up,
make him new. I  also didn’t  need an invisible
playmate. That wouldn’t work anymore. It was
far  too  late.  The  meager  imagination  of  my
youth had rusted to dust. It was just as well, I
held no interest in running around the yard or
building forts with cushions. I  needed a friend
who  would  be  roughly  my  age,  40-50,  with
similar  interests.  I  would  need  a  list  of
characteristics.

I  didn’t  want  a  lovable  animal  or  fanciful
creature.  No  friendly  monsters  or  fairies  or
winged entities of any kind. I wanted a middle-
aged humanoid.

And he should be a man, like me.

The frst thing I came up with was the name. Mr.
Elmer  J.  Walters.  The  name  was  based  on
nothing  and  no  one  but  it  held  a  vaporously
familiar  ring.  Or  not  quite  a  ring.  Maybe  a
chime. One note of a tiny chime nearly erased by
long rain.

I gave Elmer a career, made him a press agent.
He  helped  publicize  plays  and  operas  and
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symphonies.  I’d  always  had  an  unhealthy
attraction to show business. Elmer would satisfy
that.  He’d give me entrée into that  footlighted
headspace. I decided he should also be a former
actor. He had a talent for Shakespeare and trod
the boards around the globe. 

Elmer was a widower. His wife Theresa died of
consumption  in  1918.  That  was  another  thing.
Elmer lived in the Roaring Twenties. He wore a
tweed three-piece suit, long coat, bowler hat and
two-tone oxfords. He smoked Murad cigarettes
and had syphilis.  He was violent when he got
drunk. Because of his Broadway connections he
was  able  to  get  his  hands  on  good  Canadian
whiskey. Sexually, he was a prism. He lived in
New  York  City  (as  did  I)  and  after  a
performance  he  would slip  into  the  night  and
murder prostitutes with a piano-wire garrote. As
soon as the struggling ceased, Elmer would fee
into  the  shadows.  Once  at  home,  he’d  drink
whiskey and cry until dawn fnally broke open
his  moaning head.  Then he  would masturbate
and insert sewing needles into his scrotum. He
often fantasized about eating human fesh and
would cut  sections  of  epidermal  skin from his
thighs and consume them, pretending it was the
fesh  of  his  mother,  Hattie  Walters.  Hattie,  a
bitter,  abusive  hysteric  could  be  an  imaginary
friend in her own right.

At  a  blind  tiger  one  night  Elmer  got  into  a
drunken knife fght with a longshoreman named
Chester  Pough.  Chester  stabbed  Elmer  in  his
right eye, making him half-blind for the rest of
his life. Elmer wore an eye patch over his tough,
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scarifed  eye  socket.  At  the  age  of  48,  Elmer
fnally succumbed to his dripping syphilis and
died  penniless  in  a  boarding  house  in  Jersey
City.

Elmer  is  now  a  woeful  ghost  and  we  drink
brandy and smoke cigars at night.

I fnally have my imaginary friend.
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Everything Dissolves

It was my 18th birthday and two of my friends
and  I  dropped  acid,  partly  to  celebrate  and
partly as homage. It was the later 80s—an era of
superfcial doom and we were of the generation
that  dropped acid purely  out  of  boredom. We
weren’t  wrestling  with  cosmic  questions  or
existential  concerns.  We  weren’t  chasing  the
incomprehensible or trying to grapple with the
beauty of the infnite. We had no use for Leary.
Or  The  Grateful  Dead.  We  just  wanted  to
explode our brains and deal with the aftermath
because there was nothing good on TV. We were
after  damage.  We  tripped  as  casually  as  we
drank beer and smoked pot. It was just another
distraction to  put  into our  gloomy, pessimistic
late-teenage brains. And sometimes it  was fun.
We tripped at  school.  At  work.  We tripped at
events, making them more eventful. We watched
movies from the front row with clenched teeth,
staring up at the actors as if they were demonic
behemoths.  I  once  dropped  a  volcanic  hit  of
Spruce-Goose—by  myself—and  rode  the
subway  for  four  hours,  watching  the  other
passengers  as  they  melted  and  morphed  into
gross deformities and grotesque monstrosities. I
was suddenly in an abattoir stained with blood,
clotted  with  reeking  offal.  A  viscid  puddle  of
black blood at my feet bubbled dire warnings up
at me, facial features oozing in the soup. I felt
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bolted to my seat, on a train ride straight to hell.
I still have PTSD from the experience. And I still
can’t look a bowl of soup in the face.

But  we  were  daredevils.  We  couldn’t  be
reasoned  with.  We  were  the  Musketeers  of
lysergic acid diethylamide.  At work,  at  school,
watching TV with our parents and on and on.
We never quit on a hit. We were unconquerable,
incomparable young psychonauts. We could trip
balls in any situation, in any direction.

We were about to test that hypothesis.

My friend Will  once  got  into  a  brutal  fstfght
while  trippin’  on  `cid.  I  don’t  know what  the
fght was about but Will  lost.  His opponent,  a
giant bastard from another neighborhood named
Lennie Volpe blackened both of Will’s eyes and
broke  his  nose.  Will  reported  that  the  blood
streaming  from  his  nostrils  was  like  “dancing
phosphorescent  moonwater.”  You’d  think  an
experience like that would change a guy but no.
Will  had a mind like rubber cement.  He never
slowed.  Never  doubted.  After  the  fght,  he
limped home and spent an hour staring at  his
battered,  bloodied  face  in  the  mirror  as  it
changed and explained and showed him things.
Truths. He said it made him feel like an ancient
warrior, like a Viking or a Spartan. Like he was
connected  to  something  that  tunneled  directly
from  some  distant,  blood-soaked  epoch.  He’d
been briefy bound to the primal. The utmost. It
sounded  like  pretty  deep,  life-altering  stuff  to
me, but Will took it in stride. He went back to
being  Will,  leaving  me  to  wonder  what  he
learned that night, if anything. We dropped acid
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a lot  but the revelations barely trickled in and
even  if  they  hit  you  with  bright,  Technicolor
fair, they were quickly forgotten. I’ve forgotten
so many revelations I’ve lost track.

Mick and I were sitting in Mick’s red, Starsky &
Hutch Gran Torino. We were in uncomfortable
suits  and  ties.  It  was  snowing,  February.  The
snow  was  coming  down  in  multicolored  arcs
straight  from outer  space.  We were  parked in
Will’s  shimmering black driveway,  waiting for
him to deal with his parents and come out. All
three of us had taken the little blue tabs (Man-
On-The-Moon) separately at a prearranged time
so  we’d  be  coming  on  as  we  gathered.  I  had
procured  the  mind-expansion  stamps  from  a
hippie named Zatz. He had the best stuff but he
only sold it to cats that could hold their own in a
discussion  about  comic  books.  Zatz  asked  me
about  Howard  the  Duck  and  we  were  soon
gabbing  about  Steve  Gerber  and  Doctor  Bong
and the Man-Thing. I walked out of his mother’s
basement  with four tabs of  Man-On-the-Moon.
The tabs had been stamped with a cartoon of a
crescent moon with a smiling face in profle. The
memory of that image still haunts me in a minor,
nostalgic way. It is still my go-to doodle when I
do doodle.

The  frst  sizzling  crescendo  of  the  trip  was
beginning. There were usually three waves to a
strong trip. It  was easy to maintain during the
frst  stage of  the experience.  It’s  a  warm glow
and  you’re  struck  by  how  deep  and  pretty
everything is.  You feel like you have to take a
shit.  It’s  a  peaceful  feeling.  Mick  and  I  were
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overcome  by  smiles  and  glittery  feelings.  We
looked  at  each  other  and  acknowledged  our
situation via the psychoactive telepathy between
us. It was like a Vulcan mind-meld. The music
pouring from the radio was a syrupy meltdown
of  voices  and  ethereal  sounds,  all  dissolving
together  like  a  stream  of  colorful  oil.  A  black
miasma  of  sound.  “What’s  this  song?”  I  said,
and my  words  fopped out  of  my mouth  like
Daliesque horse droppings.

“What?” said Mick.

“What’s this sound?”

“What sound?”

“The sound there. All around us...”

“You mean the music?”

“Yeah, the music. What is it?”

“What  are  you  fucked-up  already?  It’s  Elton
John.”

“Oh yeah.  Wow.  I  didn’t  recognize  it  at  frst.
Elton John. Yeah. Okay. Sounds reasonable.”

Mick broke into a horrible gale of laughter and I
scrunched as far back into my seat as I could. It
was only  the  frst  wave of  the  trip  and I  was
already losing it.  Man on the Moon. Holy shit,
what were we in for? When I’d questioned Zatz
about the quality of  the stuff he just shrugged
and said,  “It’s  okay.  You’ll  have  a  good time.
Nothing special.”

And then Will’s little brother Joey was in front of
us, his pink face doing rubbery fgure-eights on
the  window;  all  doughy  and  distorted.  His
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blobby  eyes  appeared  to  be  melting  into  his
blobby  nostrils,  shiny  drool  dribbled  from  his
distended mouth. He sucked at the glass like a
catfsh  in  an  aquarium.  His  eyeballs  bulged.
Then he was a lizard, his purple fbrous tongue
mashing against the glass like a slug, leaving a
trail  of  colorful  slime across  the window. Joey
seemed to  be  devolving,  teaching  us  a  primal
lesson  about  what  it  meant  to  be  human.  We
were made of ALL the creatures on the planet,
not just  related to apes.  People were part  of  a
single  protean  organism  and,  and  Joey’s  face
was a  crab and then it  was an eel  and then a
squid, and and...

And then Joey laughed and opened the door. He
poked his sauropod head into the car, reeking of
weed. Mick said, “What the fuck did you do that
for? We’re on acid in here!”

“That’s why I did it,” he said and laughed. Joey
was  thirteen  and  a  colossal  pain  in  the  ass.
“Where  you  guys  going  all  dressed  up?”  he
asked, pretending not to know, and then a voice
behind him said, “Nowhere with you. Get lost
you  little  scrotum.”  And  Will  grabbed  his
brother’s collar and yanked him away from the
car. Will slumped into the passenger seat (I was
in the back) and slammed the door. Mick jerked
into reverse and we rolled away from Joey who
was fipping us off with both hands. “Fuck you
yah muthahfuckas!”

We laughed and then we were rolling down Ash
Avenue.  Nobody  commented  on  the  obvious,
burgeoning emergency for  around ten minutes
until Mick said, “This acid is frying my fucking
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brain.”

Will  laughed.  “You  noticed  that  too.  Fuck,
everything is WOW. How many mics?”

“Supposed  to  be  750,”  I  said.  Because  I  had
procured  the  chemicals  I  felt  a  certain
responsibility. Like I was the resident scientist or
something.

“It’s gotta be more than that,” said Mick. “Way
more. We need to get off the road before reality
starts swirling down the drain.”

“No,  don’t  stop.  We  gotta  get  to  the  funeral
home before we hit the peak,” said Will. “Facing
all those people. All that heavy emotion. I can’t
pull  it  off  if  my  brain  turns  into  tapioca.  We
gotta  treat  this  like  a  commando  mission  or
some shit. Do or die. Avengers assemble.”

Meanwhile  I  was  in  the  backseat  starting  to
panic. The frst wave felt more like a peak which
meant the peak would destroy our brains.  We
had to  hide.  No way  could  we  pretend to  be
normal. How was I going to deal with Edgar’s
grieving family? It seemed impossible. I looked
out  the  window and everything  had changed.
Colors had reached an over-saturation point and
bled  in  thick  rivulets  all  over  the  undulating
ground.  The  houses  we  sped  past  were  dark
animals,  gnashing  and growling.  Time slanted
like  a  crooked ladder//.  I  wondered  how the
fuck  Mick  was  able  to  drive,  following  traffc
rules with a head full of chemical madness. The
road I was looking at was no longer a road. It
was a long twisted tongue emitting huge crows
that launched into the sky and blotted out the
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sun. Now it was dark and the car stopped.

We sat without speaking for a while, locked in
our own ropy, dribbling thoughts. I felt like I’d
swallowed  a  nightmare.  I  closed  my  eyes  but
that only made things worse. It was like having
your  ENTIRE MIND vomiting its  inventory at
you.  Will  broke  the  silence  (as  usual).  “That’s
some fucked-up shit you got us there, kid.”

“Yeah, thanks,” I said.

“That  wasn’t  a  compliment.  You  should  have
warned us. We should have taken half hits.”

“Hey,  it’s  not  my  fault.  Zatz  said  it  was  an
average dose.”

“You just turned into a purple tapir. Does that
sound  average  to  you?”  He  shook  his  shaggy
head. I could see his small thoughts fying from
his  bushy  hair.  There  were  sexual  scenes  and
murder  scenes  and  scenes  of  his  dead
grandmother and a car he’d always wanted and
his dog Larry that he loved and...

I turned away, feeling shameful, like a voyeur.

And then Mick, the eldest  of  us said,  “C’mon,
knock  it  off.  We  just  need  to  deal  with  the
situation.  Just  try  to ignore the  weirdness.  We
can do this.  We’re pros at  this.  Just remember
everything is  an illusion.  It’s  all  in  your head.
Hallucinations can’t hurt you. We need to ignore
that shit.”

I  said,  “How  long  till  we  get  to  the  funeral
parlor?”

Mick  laughed.  “Sorry  to  be  the  bearer  of  bad
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news but we’re here, dude!”

“You gotta be fucking kidding,” I said. I looked
out  the  dissolving  window.  Everything  was
made  of  crystallized  sugar.  Barnum’s  Funeral
Home was standing there shuffed like a cubist
painting.  My  stomach  had  dropped  straight
through the foorboards and was on its way to
China.  I  felt  fear  and  the  acid  ruthlessly
exacerbated it.  There were many types of fear.
The fear you feel as you clack up the frst hill of a
roller coaster is very different from the fear you
feel facing a fring squad.

My fear was somewhere in the middle.

Mick  tried  to  rally  the  troops.  Come  on!  We
gotta  pull  our  shit  together  and  do  this.  For
Edgar! I know we can do this.”

Edgar Frenesi was a friend of ours. We all grew
up  in  the  same  school  system;  Clanghorn
Education.  Edgar  was  in  a  few  of  my  classes
over the years but we never became best friends
or anything. I liked him because he was weird.
He was always doing something. He carried live
milk  snakes  in  his  pocket—not  as  a  prank  to
scare the girls or anything, he just liked having
snakes on him. In 6th grade we had to do a book
report and we got a list of approved novels to
choose from. Books like The Great Gatsby, Lord of
the Flies, Of Mice and Men, etc. Edgar said “Fuck
that,”  and  read Dune instead. He even wrote a
full report on the book but, since it wasn’t on the
list  he got an “F.” Edgar the rebel.  Our weird
little  group  eventually  coalesced  around  him.
Edgar  introduced  us  to  the  wonders  of
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marijuana which he stole from his father, a surly
mountain  of  a  man  we  all  feared.  Especially
Edgar.  Once Edgar came to school  with a bad
shiner.  Nobody  mentioned  it  all  day  and
eventually it faded away.

When Edgar had weed, we’d go into the woods,
fnd a magical spot and pass a joint around and
talk  about  girls  and  life  and  I  was  always
positing  some  crackpot  theory  about  reality
which Edgar  always enjoyed.  We developed a
“mentor”  -  “protégé”  relationship  which  my
already  infated  ego  basked  in.  He’d  ask  me
about aliens and the face on mars and Bigfoot
and The Devil’s Triangle and I’d tell him about
orgone  accumulators  and  the  possibility  of
multidimensional travel.

By the time we were seniors we’d graduated to
LSD. And we got good at it.

There  was  no  question  of  attending  Edgar’s
wake without powerful chemicals. It would have
been rude. We owed it to him. One last acid blast
by the gang that had no name.

The  snow  was  coming  down  heavily  as  we
disembarked  the  car.  There  were  tormented
souls in the falling snow. I could see them. They
were done dying and they just tumbled through
the dark aether forever. Their expressions were
all the same; worried. I couldn’t help smiling at
their distress. Even ghosts grew afraid.

“Stick  together,”  Will  hissed  and  then  he
stiffened, a panicked look on his face. Startled by
his own voice. I would have laughed if I wasn’t
busy peeling meat off my face. Wait. What am I
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doing? Where were we now? “Where should we
go?” I whispered and I too was shaken by the
sound of my own voice. It was like a sonic boom
behind my soft little head.

And  then  I  felt  a  hand  on  my  shoulder  and
Mick’s voice in my ear. “Take it easy. We can do
this. In and out. Don’t grin. Say you’re sorry for
their  loss  and  then  move  away.  Everything  is
formal. Everything is normal. Shake hands and
say you’re sorry. If a lady wants to hug you, hug
her back. Try to remember that all these people
are  experiencing  horrors  of  their  own.  They
don’t give a fuck about your little drug concerns.
Okay? Can you dig that?”

“Yes. I  think so.” Thank god for Mick. Always
ready  to  step  into  the  breach,  leadership-wise
and take control.

Whereas  I  felt  the  overwhelming  urge  to  run
screaming into the freezing night.

“Take my hand,” he told me and I did. Oh yes
Mick’s  hand  was  an  anchor  to  normalcy.  No
matter  how  many  monsters  and  ghosts
surrounded us I was attached to Mick. And then
I  grabbed  Will’s  hand  and  we  were  the
Musketeers one last time, an unbreakable chain.
Albeit  missing  a  crucial  link  and  I  suddenly
realized what we were there for.  It  was not to
merely trip on acid at an inappropriate place for
the umpteenth time. It was to honor the life of
our  friend  Edgar.  He  would  have  been
disappointed  if  we’d  paid  our  respects  sans
hallucinogens. Edgar had been crazier than any
of us.
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Across the street two TV news crews flmed us
as we pretended to commiserate in front of the
building.  Edgar’s  murder  was  local  news,  of
course, but I hated the reporters. Nobody in our
group  smoked  cigarettes  but  I  found  myself
wanting one just  so  I  could fourish it  around
with  my  nervous  hand  like  a  safety  valve  or
something  and the  word valve became huge in
my  mind  and  I  began  to  worry.  What  would
escape  from  my  escape  valve?  How  many
people have I bullied and picked on? How many
evil thoughts of violence and suicide? Memories
I can’t bear to confront would leak like scalding
steam from my safety valve. The time I slapped
Sheila and called her a little cooze.

I needed to keep that fucker sealed tight but now
LSD was loosening the escape valve and oh God
I felt like screaming but that seemed impolite at
a wake. Why was the. Why was the carpet made
of lunar frost? Makes footsteps crunchy.

Without realizing it we’d wandered into a line.
We were still holding hands. I was afraid that if
we  released  our  grips,  gravity  would  grab  us
and pull us fying into space.

Maybe  that  was  what  I  wanted.  My  croaked
body slowly orbiting the earth forever.

The  line  moved.  Holding  hands,  we  clustered
through the door

The sudden light and heat nearly shattered my
face.

There was a group in front of us and they looked
us over. If I knew any of them I didn’t recognize
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them. I  didn’t move. I  just stared at the group
like  they  were  an  evil  oil  painting.  Then,
thankfully  a  woman  in  a  fowing  white  robe
smiled at us and beckoned us to a large book on
a pedestal.  We approached the book. We were
still  holding  hands.  I  was  terrifed  to  let  go.
Things were losing their meaning. The peak was
hitting me. My fngers became faces. The ceiling
was dripping black blood. My safety valve was
leaking pus and blood all over the place. How I
used  to  spy  on  Gloria  Haymer  while  she
changed,  my  nose  pressed  against  the  frigid
glass  of  her  bedroom  window.  Michael  Urch
who  tried  to  force  me  to  give  him  a  blowjob
when  I  was  eight.  I  managed  to  bolt  away
without  touching  it.  The  safety  valve  was  a
rotating sprinkler now, spraying all my horrors,
mistakes, weaknesses. Every shitty thing I ever
did  and  then  it  was  my  turn  at  the  book.  I
separated myself from Will and Mick and almost
foated  to  the  ceiling  without  their  anchoring
presence.

I  walked  across  several  disembodied  faces
covered  with  shoe  prints,  bruises,  scrapes,
chipped teeth etc...  Then I  slowly picked up a
long, lavender pen with a white ribbon on it. I
tried to focus on the book without getting lost
but  it  kept  fading,  dissolving,  while  I  kept
squinting it back into existence. The names in the
book were all  meaningless hieroglyphics.  With
great effort (the pen was like a canoe) I flled in a
blank  line  with  a  scribble—a  line  of  rueful
spaghettios. Once we’d signed in we turned into
the crowd. They were all staring at us. Did I take
too long signing the book? God I bet that’s it. I
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must have been standing up there for an hour.
Fuck. Now everybody hates me.

Actually,I secretly hoped we looked as crazy and
dirty as we felt so people would avoid us. “Just
some of Edgar’s druggie friends.” “Disgraceful
vagabonds!” “They have a lotta nerve showing
up here!”

Hey, I’ll take the insults as long as I don’t have
to talk to these assholes. But my hope was short-
lived. A young woman approached us and said,
“The line for the viewing begins there, over by
that potted plant over there. See it?”

I imagined I thanked her. Then I walked toward
the potted plant. Will and Mick followed behind
me. To the left of the plant was an open doorway
and  I  stuck  my  head  in.  Then  immediately
yanked it  back  out.  I  was  sure  the  blood had
drained  from my face.  My eyes  were  large  as
saucers. I looked at Will and Mick and said, “I’m
not fucking doing that.”

“Do what,” asked Will, looking as spooked as I
felt.

“He’s there,” I said. “It’s an open casket. We’re
supposed  to  kneel  next  to  it  And  pray.  Some
people  are  touching  it  man.  Touching  Edgar’s
corpse. It’s like something from the dark ages.”

The three of us just stood there for what seemed
like a long time.

Then Will, “Y’wanna just bounce? I mean we’re
here.  Doesn’t  that  count  for  something  or
something?”
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“No,” said Mick. “We came to pay our respects.
And that’s  what  I’m gonna do.  Whatever  you
two do is up to you. But I’m going in.” He made
it sound like he was going into battle.  Shit, he
was.

Will and I followed Mick into the viewing room.

We saw.

It’s  a  cliché  to  say  stuff  like,  “He  looks  so
natural” or “He looks peaceful,” But I’m here to
tell  you he didn’t  look natural or peaceful.  He
looked dead, with makeup. And the acid wasn’t
helping things at all. Edgar’s face (which did not
look like Edgar) was billowing ever so slightly. It
was like he was made of crepe paper and there
was  a  fan  on  across  the  room.  He  had  a
billowing face. It’s the only way I can describe it.
Billowing.

They had done what they could to fx his face.
Edgar’s father had really done a number on it.
Edgar had sneaked into his father’s room while
he slept to pinch a few highs from his stashbox
under the bed.

But Edgar’s  old man hadn’t  been sleeping.  He
was  aware  of  the  robbery-in-progress  and  he
lurched  out  of  bed  and  with  all  the  force  he
could muster punched Edgar straight in the face.
Edgar reeled backward, backing into a wall and
Edgar’s old man hit him in the jaw, dislocating
it. Then he hit him again and again until Edgar
slipped to  the  foor  where his  old  man fnally
committed the coup de grâce with a savage kick to
the head, causing blood to explode into Edgar’s
brain, killing him. It was over. Edgar was gone.
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Forever.

Now it was my turn to kneel beside his body. I
looked  around the  room.  They  all  looked  like
Cthulhu.  Hi,  Peak  how  lovely  to  fnally  meet
you!

There was a small ottoman beside the casket for
kneeling. I kneeled, getting uncomfortably close
to the corpse. At least it didn’t smell. I folded my
hands  but  I  didn’t  pray.  Edgar,  like  everyone
else in the gang was an agnostic. I stared at this
billowing thing that  was no longer  Edgar and
tried to think of something philosophical to say
but  all  I  had  in  my  head  were  a  few
misremembered  lines  from  a  Butthole  Surfers
song: 

You lie in the graveyard

Well you’re rotting away

When I talk to you daily

You’ve got nothing to say

So with that I  stood up and stepped aside for
Mick.  Mick  kneeled  beside  the  casket,  hands
folded,  head  down,  like  he  was  praying.  And
then he took a quick look around and slipped
the last  tab of  Man-On-The-Moon into Edgar’s
mouth.

And nobody saw.

It was done.

Mick  managed  to  drive  us  safely  to  my
apartment where I had two cases of Bud and a
bottle of vodka waiting for us. The plan at that
point was to try to drink the hallucinations away
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with alcohol and have a good time doing it. We
would send Edgar off to the other side with our
version  of  a  Viking  funeral.  We  hallucinated
entities  in  the  room, revenants and draugr.  We
drank Bud as if it were sjaund.

“Here’s to Edgar!” We all roared.

“Here’s to Edgar!”

Eventually the police were banging on my door.
They  were  ready  to  arrest  us  all  for  drunken
disturbance until  Will  explained that we'd just
got back from a good friend's funeral and were
just letting off some steam. He apologized and
assured them we would keep it down.

And the world just went on dissolving.
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